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South Hill Hosts Fifth Annual Parents' Weekend 
The 
Ithacan 
October 30, 1964 Ithaca, New York 
Choir Presents First Maior 
Concert In New Music Building 
Students in the School of Music 
will be heard next Sunday evening, 
November 1, when the Concert 
Choir of the School presents a 
program in the Auditorium of the 
new Music Building on the South 
Hill campus, starting at 8:15. 
The Concert Choir will be assist· 
ed by the Instrumental Ensemble, 
by members of the Jazz Lab and by 
Harold Mason:· tenor, who is a 
teacher at the Lansing Central 
School. Prof. Don Craig will con-
duct. 
Bach Cantata To Be Presented 
Bach's "Sleepers, Wake!" (Can-
tata 140--Wachet auf) will be pre-
sented in the English version by 
Henry Drinker. After the opening 
"Sleepers, Wake!" by the -chorus, 
Mr. Mason will give the recitative: 
"He comes, he comes." Barbara 
Wickham, soprano, and . Timothy 
Jerome, baritone, will be beard in 
the duet: "When com'st thou, my 
Lord?" Miss Wickham, a senior, is 
studying un!fer Carl Gutenkunst, 
specialist in Music; and Mr. Jer-
ome, also a senior, is a pupil of 
Lucille Baker, assistant professor. 
Gay Lazarus, a junior and a pupil 
of George Andrix, assistant profes-
sor, will play the violin solo part. 
A chorale, "Zione, hear the 
watchmen calling," will be followed 
by a recitative, "So come thou unto 
me" by Mr. Jerome. 
Patricia Murray, soprano, and 
Mr. Jerome will be heard in a duet, 
"Thy love is mine." She is a senior 
and a pupil of Prof. Baker. The two 
will be accompanied on the oboe 
by Patricia Rappole, senior and a 
pupil of Peter Hedrick, assistant 
professor. 
The Choir and Instrumental En-
semble will appear in a_ chorale: 
"Now Let Every Tongue Adore 
Thee." Violinists will include Miss 
Lazarus, Margaret MacDonnell, 
sophomore; Constance Clayton, 
senior; Terry Schwartz, sophomore; 
and Peter Walsh, junior. Misses 
MacDonnell and Schwartz and Mr. 
Walsh are pupils of Prof. Perry, 
and Miss Clayton is studying under 
Prof. Andrix. 
David Becker, junior, and Ned 
Shaffer, senior, will perform on the 
violas; and Kathleen Foltz, sopho-
more and a pupil of Prof. Perry, on 
the cello. 
Betsy Halsey, junior, and ~ pupil 
of Phyllis Pulaski, associate prof. 
will play the continuo. Oboes will 
be played by Miss Rappolt and 
Karen Gordon, sophomore, a pupil 
of Professor Don Wells. Sharon 
Goodall a sophomore and pupil of 
Prof. Hedrick, will play the English 
horn, and Sherry Abrams, junior 
and pupil of David Berman, asso-
ciate professor, will play the flute. 
Four compositions dating back to 
Craig Rehearses Choir 
the 16th and 17th centuries will be 
presented: "Come Now and Let Us 
all Begin,'' by Hans Leo Hassler 
(1564-1612); "The Silver Swan," by 
(Continued on page 2) 
Wood Attends 
ACP Conference 
"The Newspaper Conference in 
Chicago, held October 22-24,' was 
stimulating and provocative in its 
concept and presentation," said 
Irving Wood, Managing Editor 
upon his t-etum Saturday. 
The Newspaper Conference was 
held in the Conrad Hilton Hotel 
and was attended by 1300 delegates 
representing over 500 publications. 
The concept of the conference was 
to acquaint people with the current 
problems in news writing and pub-
lishing. Its presentation was a 
series of lectures given by noted 
journalists; during and after the 
lectures, the questions and com-
ments of the delegates were enter-
tained. 
Max Shulman, former editor at 
the University of Minnesota, spoke 
to the delegates at the luncheon 
Saturday. His speech, entitled, 
"How To Be A Writer or Oblivion 
Made Simple," called emphasis to 
the fact that most writers are at 
the mercy of editors or rewrite 
men. 
He goes on to say that television 
writing is the most lucrative, but 
that "Domestic comedy is the low-
est form sinc.._e it shows the decline 
of the American male. To do some-
thing -for your country go up to 
tb,e girl with whom you have been 
going steady since you were twelve 
and belt her in the mouth." He 
then ended his speech with, 
"There's nothing as devout as 
friendship and the richest man in 
the world is the one with money." 
Volg-No. 5 
Ithacan First; 
Offers Parental 
Subscriptions 
The Ithacan is offering subscrip-
tions to parents of students start-
ing this weekend. 
This is the first time The Ithacan 
has been offered to parents on a 
subscription basis. The reasons for 
offering it now are two-fold. The 
first is the fact that many parents 
have shown an interest in the hap-
penings at the Coiiege and the 
staff feels this is an excellent 
Ineans of transferring this infor-
Ination. 
The other reason is more ma-
terialistic. IC is a small college and 
our scholarship aid is limited. 
Many of our Junior and Senior 
class students are.in need of money 
in order to continue their educa-
tion. Some make this money 
through jobs. Some students forego 
jobs and volunteer their services 
to the school by. working on Stu-
dent Government and organizations 
badly in need of dedicated indi-
viduals. These students must bor-
row money or find they can't take 
a non-paying position because of 
the need of money for their edu-
cation. 
The revenue from the sale of 
subscriptions will be put in a 
scholarship fund to aid needy up-
perclassmen who qualify in school 
contribution and grades for this 
aid, as determined by the Selection 
Committee. 
Subscription blanks may be ob-
tained at the registration desk for 
Parents' Weekend. Those students 
whose parents are not attending 
the weekend may obtain a blank 
and a letter of explanation from 
Phil Sandler, Bob McGuckin, or 
Ron Brown. 
DiParisi Receives 
Varsity Award 
Each semester the Varsity Club 
gives the Dr. West Memorial 
Scholarship Award to a deserving 
member for his prowess on the 
athletic fields, his character, and 
his need. This semester Louis Di-
Parisi has been chosen by the 
scholarship committee as the one 
member who is most deserving of 
the award. 
Lou is a junior in the School of 
Health and Physical Education. 
As a sophomore he earned varsity 
letters in Soccer and Baseball. He 
is presently playing first string on 
the Soccer Team 
Pete Reilly, president of the Var-
sity Club, when issui~g this state-
ment, said, "I would like to con-
gratulate Lou for having received 
such an honor." 
1500 Parents Visit Campus; 
Klein, Wind Chair Festivities 
Weekend Co-Chairmen Wind and Klein Doublecheck Program 
One of the largest outpourings 
of parents of college students ever 
seen in this part of New York State 
is expected Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, October 30-November 1, 
when the annual Parents' Weekend 
is held at IC 
Parents' Weekend is being spon-
sored by members of two Ithaca 
College fraternities Delta Sigma Pi, 
business administration, and Rho 
Mu Theta, science and mathe-
matics. The co-chairmen are David 
Klein, Rho Mu Theta; and Maury 
. Wind, Delta Sigma Pi. 
More than 1500 mothers, fathers 
and other relatives of Ithaca Col-
lege students have indicated their 
intention to attend. This represents 
more than one fourth of all the 
parents of students. 
The three day program will in-
clude open houses at some of the 
new facilities of the College, athle-
tic contests, lecture, concert, recep-
tion and other events. 
Registration of the parents will 
take place in the main lounge of 
the College Union from 3 to 9 p.m. 
Friday, and from 9 to 11 a.m. Sat-
urday. 
Soph Class Night 
Thursday, Nov. 5 
Sophomore Class Night will be 
held on Thursday, Nov. 5, from 
7:00 p.m. to Midnight in the Col-
lege Union. A hootennanny held 
in the Lounge· will start the eve-
ning off; it will last for an hour. 
Then at 8:00 p.m. a Rock 'n Roll 
dance, featuring Bobby Comstock 
and his fabulous counts, will begin. 
Marty Nadler will M.C. 
The Hoot contest will be judged 
by Dean Christensen, Dean Hood, 
Assistant Dean Noun, and Mr. 
Karp, Assistant Director of the 
Union. Any student wishing to 
enter the Hoot, must register on 
the list on the main bulletin board 
in the Union. The Soph. Class tro-
phy will be presented to the win-
ner. 
The Rock 'n Roll Dance will be 
held in the Recreation Room at 
8:00 p.m. Girls will be given ex-
tended curfews until 12 midnight · 
if they present the ticket at their 
dorms. 
(Continued on page 7) 
The opening event will be a 
freshman soccer game with Cor-
nell, starting at 3 p.m., Friday. 
There will be open house at the 
Television-Radio Building on East 
Buffalo Street from 8 until 10 p.m. 
President Howard Dillingham 
will address the parents at 10 a.m. 
Saturday in the main auditorium 
of the new Music Building. This 
will be the first time that the audi-
torium has been used. Open house 
will be held in the Music Build in a 
the Science Building, and u:; 
Physical Education Building, as 
well as in the Health Center, from 
10:30 until noon. A buffet lunch-
eon will be held in the dining hall 
of the College Union. 
Academic Department To 
Participate 
The varsity football team will 
meet the University of Bridgeport 
eleven at 2 p.m. on the campus 
gridiron. The open house at the 
Music, Science and Physical Educa-
tion buildings and the Health 
Center will be continued from 2 
until 4 p.m. 
A lecture dealing with the cur-
rent Presidential campaign will be 
delivered at 2:30 p.m. by Schley R. 
Lyons, assistant professor of gov-
ernment, in the lecture haU of the 
Science Building. The title of his 
talk will be "Goldwaterism and 
Realignment of the American 
Party System." 
The CoUege Symphony Orchestra 
under Don Wells, conductor, will 
present a concert in the auditorium 
of the new Music Building, starting 
at 8 p.m. 
To inaugurate the new music 
hall, the orchestra will play a 
varied program. It will consist of 
"Symphony #7" by Hayden "Over-
ture to the Secret Marriage" by 
Cimerosa, "Eight Russian Folk 
Dances" by Liadou, "Dance of the 
Buffoons" by Rimsky-Korsokof, and 
"Gymnopcdies" by Debussy. 
A modern Chinese romance, 
"Lady Precious Stream,·• will be 
presented by students of the drama 
department in the Little Theatre 
on the downtown campus, starting 
at 8:15 p.m. A dance will be held 
in the Recreation Room of the Col-
lege Union, from 9:30 to midnight. 
The concluding event on the pro-
gram will be a parents-professor 
reception Sunday morning, from 10 
until 12, in the Recreation Room 
of the College Union. 
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Good Start 
A recent VIP visitor to our campus was extremely impressed, not 
only with the physical plant of the college, but with the students 
as well. 
This is a marked cha!)ge from the comments heard a year ago 
about our sloppy, ill-dressed student body with manners to- match. 
Indeed, the visitor remarked about the appearance of~the students, 
and their modes of behavior. 
We are off to a good start-it would be a fine idea to maintain 
these standards we ·have set for ourselves in the first few weeks of 
school. 
We'll Make It, II ... 
The answers to this week's Roving Eye are indicative of the atti-
tude of the student body ~[ IC toward any major project. We can-
not seem to involve ourselves in anything oth;er than what only con-
cerns us directly as individuals. Let us not really use the dread 
word "apathy," but let us call it a question of motivation. 
Motivation toward charity for others cannot come from an 
external source, but must come from the fiber within each of us. 
If for every extra-curricular activity that "requires" money we 
would set aside a penny or so for a charitable purpose, it is doubt-
ful that we would feel any great pinch. 
The city of Ithaca has welcomed us into its community for the 
duration of our academic· life at IC. In addition, the merchants 
and professional people in Ithaca have donated large sums of money 
annually toward the construction of the new campus. 
Should we not return something to this community? 
Perhaps we do not fully realize our responsibilities as members 
of a community. We live here eight months of the year; this is, 
in a sense, our home. Our parents do not take care of these responsi-
bilities, as they did when we lived in our own homes. It is our task. 
There is no reason why Ithaca College cannot reach its goal of 
$1000 for the United Fund.-If each of us gives our fair share 
Welcome Parents 
The relationship between a student and his parents is at times 
solid and united; at other times it sways precariously on a sharp 
fence of decision. 
Growing pains strike the parents and his child with equal force 
as the child seeks to free himself from complete parental direction 
and the parent, in tum strives to guide his child as long as pos-
sible. Misunderstandings do occur, particularly during the life of 
the child as a college student. It is likely that no other four years 
in 1his life will produce so many complete "changes" as he fights 
for his own personality and his own place. 
You, our parents, "put up" with all our anxious, hurried at-
tempts at what we call "real living." We are grateful in ways we 
can never express for your loving patience in guiding us to_ adult-
hood. 
This weekend we honor you especially, and invite you to become 
acquainted with our own world of American college life, This is the 
world to which you have brought us, and the one from which we 
will enter into your own sphere as adults. 
You are indeed welcome here. 
The Ithacan 
Published weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College 
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LE I I ERS TO THE EDITOR 
Tho IUl&c&D welcome• all leUen ,rhidl are fair, propedJ' llpacl and. ,miler IOO 
words. Submit letters t.o the College Union Deak bJ' the Xon4q Wore publlcatlo11, 
The Ithac&D renrna the ript to edit or reJecl am»roperl7 'lt'l1tta l8'terl. 
Dear Edit.or: 
Having spent a number of years 
as the Advertising . Director of a 
small local newspaper, I realize the 
value of patronizing advertisers. 
I noticed an Ad in your last 
issue from Charjan's re: --Pogo 
Sticks, Yo Yo's and Frani Frankel. 
dolls. The latter item interests me 
very much. _ 
I should like t.o place a sizeable 
order for same. I do own a live one 
of the same name but lately I see 
very little of her. 
Please advise me of specifica-
tions and price. 
Dear Editor: 
Sincerely, 
Murray Fr~el 
Congratulations and many Bravos 
to Barb Landsburg, Raleigh Pinsky, 
Sharon Staz, Mr. Baker and every-
one who in any way contributed to 
the success of the Model United Na-
tions held here at IC last week. 
It seems to me that these people 
made a monumental contribution 
to the intellectual and political 
life of this college. 
As a delegate to that assembly I 
had the· privilege of taking part in 
United Nations activities and de-
bates, just as they exist today at 
UN headquarters in New York. I 
was able t.o participate in and see, 
first hand, the difficulties and· in-
tracacies confronting delegates to 
the United Nations. But most im-
portant of all the lessons t.o be 
learned last week was the reali7.a-
tion of how vital this peace-keeping 
assembly is to world peace and the 
whole future of mankind. 
Lack of support on the part of 
the student body was awesome, to 
say the least. But most disconcert-
ing was the absence of faculty at 
the committee meetings and Gen-
eral Assemblies. How can full stu-
dent co-operation and support be 
expected when faculty disregard 
for such an important project is so 
obvious? 
Patrick J. Tarantino 
8Uud 
q008,,,~t 
by Ron Brown 
I would like to congratulate the 
Forensic Association for a fine job 
on the Model United Nations. As a 
participant I found it to be verv 
interesting and enjoyable. Ther~ 
were a few hitches at the· beginin~ 
but they soon worked out. There 
were only twelve countries with 
student delegations but the work 
done by them made it a success. 
rm sure that as people find out 
about it there wilt-be a much big-
ger UN next year. If you were 
not involved in it this year, don't 
miss it next. , · 
As happens from time t.o time, 
someone thinks he has the answer 
to his money problems and starts 
a chain letter. This year, is no ex-
ception; there is a chain letter on 
campus. Those-who are involved or 
are thinking of it should think 
again. As of January 9, 1964, chain 
letters for material gain are for-
bidden on the IC campus. This is 
a ruling of Student Council and 
anyone involved may be prose-
cuted. · · 
This weekend in connection with 
Parents Weekend, the ITHACAN 
has made available subscriptions 
to parents. The subscription costs 
five dollars for the year. The prof. 
its will go into a scholarship fund. 
One of the main requirements for 
getting the scholarship will be par-
ticipation in outside activities. 
In connection with the scholar-
sbip program of the ITHACAN, a 
Student Council committee is 
studying the possibility of a Cam-
pus Chest. This would be similat 
to various Community Chests in 
towns. A large per cent would go 
int.o a scholarship fund for upper 
classmen. AnQther per cent would 
go to the United Fund thus elim· 
inating the seperate United Fund 
drive on campus. 
All. organizations now have a 
mail box on South Hill. It will be 
important to check these boxes 
often. The main purpose is for the 
establishment of quicker communi· 
cation with the C.R.B. The list of 
organizations with their box num-
bers will be published soon. 
Leaders Group is now meeting 
again every 2· weeks. This informal 
organization of students adminis· 
tration and faculty sol~es many 
problems before they become 
s_erious. Discussed at its first meet-
ing was a need for guidance. This 
involves course guidance and grad· 
uate school guidance while at IC. 
There are two dolls this week. 
One, the Kathy Black doll, wind it 
up and it lets. a drink run down 
her chin and the Joy Maney doll; 
once wound up it goes crazy over a 
phone calL 
CHOIR 
(Continued from Page 1 J 
Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625); and 
"Amours Ont Change de Facon" at· 
tributed t.o Mahiet (16th century). 
. The "American J87.Z Mass" writ· 
ten in 1960 by Frank P. Tirro, will 
include: ''Lord, have mercy 
(Kyrie)," "Glory be t.o God on high 
(Gloria)," "I believe in one God 
(Credo)," "Holy, holy, holy" and 
"Blessed is He who Cometh, (Sane· 
tus and Benedictus)," "Lord's 
Prayer (Pater Noster)" and "0 
Lamb of God (Agnus Del)." 
Robert Levy, a senior and pupil 
of Mrs. Joan Beeler, will play the 
trumpet; William Wiggins, a pri· 1 
vate , pupil of Don Sinta, alto ! 
saxophone;-,Howard Smith, senior 
and pupil of Carl Wickstrom, bari· 
tone saxophone; Robert Cecchi, 
string bass, and Gregg . Soininen, 
junior and a pupil of Professor 
Warren F. Benson, drums. 
Rov.ing Eye 
Jeff 
Question: Do you think the United Fund drive will reach its 
goal, and why? 
Lynda Fumla 
Lynda Furnia: I feel that the 
drive will not be able to reach its 
goal. Too many students have a 
lot of outside activities which re-
quire money.~ 
Chuck. Brackenridge 
Chuck Brackenridge: No, I don't 
think the United Fund will reach 
its goal. The vast majority of the 
student body isn't supporting this 
drive to the best of their ability. 
The dormitory drives are going 
very poorly .and. unless an ultimate 
change takes place they will not 
reach their 100% goals. 
Sue Eby: No, I don't think that 
the drive will be a successful one. 
It is already obvious by the quotas 
shown in the student union that 
the students are not giving a strong 
support. 
Sue Eby 
Warren Silver: Unfortunately I 
don't think so. The quota is based 
on $.50 a student and most students 
will not exceed this amount. Plus 
there is the fact that not every 
student will contribute. Although 
a set goal is a good incentive one 
must be prepared for one of two 
possibilities: attainment or failure. 
The 11Nitee11 
The Fun-Tyme NITEE is the most comfortable NITEE In the 
world and it's a natural for every miss in high school or 
colleg~. We cut it extra full. and long of soft, smooth cotton 
and we make sure it is fully washable. Cut special for 
sleepablllty and comf9rt. Girls love ft for parties, travel 
and gifts--and we have a special gift box for each nitee. 
ALL COLORS-PRICE $2.50 
Fun-Tyme 
102 West State AR 2-9361 
Looking Bac·k 
. By Irv Wood 
Hi, I'm back 
Oct. 31, 1963-Sophs sponsor 
Halloween Haunt . . . Local busi-
ness firms donate new steel bleach-
ers ... student agencies committee 
established-Pete Walsh chairman 
... world checker and chess champ 
plays at IC-Jim Lathan only one 
to·come close with a draw ... UCF 
sponsors a Bob Dylan concert ... 
Bombers trounce C.W. Post 35-6. 
Nov. 1, 1962-South Hill hosts 
first Fall Weekend-theme "Man-
hattan Holiday" ... Speech-Drama, 
Radio-TV wins Frosh Frolics, 
Crave Denteen skit. 
Nov. 9, 1961~rald Lieberman 
named yearbook editor ... John-
ny and the Hurricanes appear at 
JC ... women students not allowed 
in the boy's dorm lounges . . . Alan 
Leach joins staff-had dealings in 
"Bye Bye Birdie," "Under the 
Yum Yum Tree," and "Do Re Mi" 
... 900 parents at weekend. 
Oct. 26, 1960-IC holds first Par-
ents Weekend ... Young Republi-
cans established at IC . . . Music 
Dept. wins Frosh Frolics . . . Cor-
nerstone of South Hill campus laid 
at Student Union-time capsule in-
cludes yearbook, Ithacan, student 
directory, catalogue, and brochures 
of school, Bible, IC charter, and 
WSG constitution. 
Oct. 28, 1959-Rho Mu Theta 
established scholarship for Frosh 
with the highest index , .. "Beauty 
and Beast" voting contest-receipts 
for the United Fund (vote costs 10¢ 
each) ... Lillian Vail, (Alumni 
Secretary), chosen Ithacan person-
ality of the month. 
Nov. 12, 1954--Headline-"Col-
Iege Not to do 'Moon;' Majority of 
Students are Blue" (Drama Dept. 
decides not to do Broadway hit, 
"The Moon Is Blue") ... Downtown 
snack bar opens for the first time 
. . . "Cametra," IC Literary Club 
present - participating faculty 
members are Dr. Harcourt, Dr. 
Bates and Dr. Ogden . . . college 
ends 'miserable season with 50-0 
loss to Alfred; season's record 
0-4-2. 
Nov. 18, 1949-Phi Mu Alpha to 
sponsor. Jack Frost Masquerade 
Ball in Seneca Gym . . . WITJ 
(radio station) has to go off the air 
-interfering with audio signal of 
a Rochester TV station. 
Nov. 1, 1944-Walter Beeler 
says "No student can expect to 
have a well-ordered mind if he is 
in the habit of throwing his posses-
sions into the mess that is always 
seen in the lobby" ... Junior Prom 
date set . . . wmc are radio sta-
tion call numbers. 
Dec. 1, 1939-"0ur' Town" pre-
sented with no scenery . . . Hillel 
established at IC ... SAi's "Holly 
Hop" is open to the whole school ... 
movies-William Powell and Myrna 
Loy in "Another Thin _Man" a~d 
Adolph Menjou and Lucille Ball m 
"That's Right, You're Wrong." 
Oct. 26, 1934-lthacan publishes 
the Student Directory . . . George 
Hoerner designs sets for IC's first 
production, Madame Sans Gene ... 
SAI holds a Ghost Party-cocoa 
and cake served . . . Movies, 
"Young and· Beautiful" with Wil-
liam Haines and Wampus. Baby 
Stars and "She Was a Lady" with 
Helen Twelvetrees. 
December 5, 1929-Alumni to 
sponsor memorial for W. Grant 
Egbert-the founder of the sch_ool 
who died Dec. 9, 1928 ... Movies, 
Greta Garbo in "The Kiss" and 
John Gilbert in "His Glorious 
Night" which was bis first talkie 
and if movie conneseurs recall 
their history it was his last major 
effort since he was laughed off the 
screen. I think I'll stop before I 
am laughed off also. 
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From the Office of the President 
President Dillingham 
CHAPLAIN'S 
CORNER 
For many college students today, 
the idea of God and Religion car-
ries with it a brooding, fearsome, 
negative attitude toward life. 
God did not give us life to see 
how many times or ways we might 
slip and fall! The practice of re-
ligion, or living our life in accord 
with God's will, is not merely ful-
filling a code of do's and don't's. 
God gave us a life tci live to its 
fullest. The practice of religion 
will help us to find the fullest 
measure of happiness that God 
wants each of us to have. If we 
seek to do only the minimum of 
God's will in our life we cannot 
expect much happiness. But if we 
strive to do more than is required, 
then and only then, can we find 
the real happiness to be found in 
our religion and our life with God. 
Love between two persons is a 
matter of giving. God is our Father 
and loves each one of us. Give Him 
your love in service so that He 
may give you more of His in re-
turn. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Dear Parents: 
The Faculty, Administration, 
and Student Body extends a warm 
welcome to parents attending the 
annual Parents' Weekend. 
We hope that in addition to at-
tending the events which have been 
planned for your edification and 
pleasure, you will seek us out. 
Should you have anything you 
would like to discuss with mem-
bers of the Faculty or Administra-
tion, please do not hesitate to visit 
them. 
All of us at the College are 
happy over the unprecedented pre-
registration for the weekend. We 
hope the weather will be fine and 
that you will find your son or 
daughter both happy with the Col-
lege community and satisfied with 
his academic progress. 
Howard Dillingham 
President 
Japanese Dancer 
To Perform at IC 
Sahomi Tachibana has been call-
ed one of the two formost expon-
ents of Japanese dance. With 
America's renewal of interest in 
Japan and its culture, Miss Tachi-
bana has been enlightening and 
charming audiences all over 
America. She has performed with 
the Philadelphia Symphony Orches-
tra, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, 
Radio City Music Hall, Steve Allen 
Show and the NBC Opera Theater 
among others. 
She studied dance in Japan with 
members of the great family, 
Tachibana, from which she re-
quired her professional name. This 
name is only bestowed upon artists 
who have mastered both classical 
and modern dance forms. 
Throughout her program, Miss 
Tachibana highlights Japanese life 
-manners, ways, ceremonies-by 
means of song, gesture, dance and 
narration. Among the scenes from 
the Japanese theater she includes 
a laugh provoking drama sketch. 
Featured too is "Lantern Light" a 
much enjoyed solo dance from her 
Radio City repertory. 
Through the Faculty Senate and 
the College Union Board Ithaca 
College is presenting ;Miss Tachi-
bana on November the 4th, 
Wednesday in the Rec. Room. This 
will be the first of a Concert Lec-
ture Series brought to you by the 
above mentioned organizations. The 
next program will be on December 
the 9th when we will present Mr. 
Max Lerner, Political Columnist of 
~e New York Post. 
FRI DAY,. OCTOBER 30 
COME TO MORRIES' 
MATINEE 
and 
WATCH FRANI FRANKEL 
TAKE OFF HER MASK 
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Week-Long Model UN Dis,usSes World PFohlems 
Forensic Projed 
Stimulates Thought 
By Doris Landmesser 
Ithaca College students had an 
opportunity last week to learn 
about the workings of the United 
Nations and the policies of various 
countries. 
The Model UN opened Sunday, 
October 18, with a General Assem-
bly. Temporary President of this 
assembly where Dr. Meiksins spoke 
on the functions of the United Na-
tions was Raleigh Pinsky. From 
here the delegates took on the poli-
cies and opinions of the nations 
they represented. 
Barbara Landsburg Addresses General Assembly 
Monday's General Assembly fea-
tured a secret ballot for the elec-
tion of permanent President Ron 
Brown, delegate from Israel. 
Three Committees Set Up To 
Discuss Separate Questions 
The first committee met on the 
Korean question, using the report 
of the U.N. Commission for the 
Unification and rehabilitation of 
Korea, Miss Blankenstein, dele-
gate from the United Kingdom, 
was elected chairman. Mr. Reich-
ard, delegate from Thailand, sug-
gested a three point motion: that 
the committee reaffirm the goals 
of the United Nations; that North 
Korea accept the United Nations' 
decision in regard to unification; 
and that the United Nations com-
mittee continues its present work 
in North Korea. After discussion 
the motion was tabled. 
The second committee submitted 
a resolution which: invited the 
various member states of the U.N. 
where illiteracy is no longer a 
problem to lend assistance to na-
tions where illiteracy is a major 
Alan Dugan, Poet, Gives 
Talk to Students and Faculty 
The Pulitzer prize poet, Alan 
Dugan, visited Ithaca College on 
October 28 in order to meet the 
English Club, ENG, in the after-
noon and the general · public of 
both faculty and students in the 
Rec Room at night. 
In the afternoon Mr. Dugan 
spoke of the difficulty of being a 
poet. He asserted that the writing 
of poetry required constant disci-
pline, that although he would by 
no means discount poetic inspira-
tion, it was absolutely essential for 
a poet to set aside a fixed number 
of hours every day for writing. 
However, he maintained that 
poetry for him was not some kind 
of idealized necessity, but that it 
was simply one out of the many as-
pects of life. 
Mr. Dugan added that poetry is 
an overflow or surplus of life it-
self, that it is subservient to life, 
in contradistinction to Yeats's 
claim that art is more important 
than life. According to Mr. Dugan, 
man creates poetry as part of bis 
entire social being and not as an 
expression of his private self. It is 
therefore understandable that Mr. 
Dugan's poetry is concerned with 
money, sex and politics; if his 
poetry does not make a social 
point, he will not publish it. 
These views were aptly illustra-
ted in the evening reading when 
Mr; Dugan grouped his poems ac-
cording to their meaningful social 
content. He started off with poems 
about the Civil war, went on to a 
group of poems about the experi-
ence of not working and of work-
ing, then on ·to poems a~ut ani-
mals; he concluded with poems 
which drew parallels between the 
past and the present condition of 
man. 
On both occasions Mr. Dugan's 
audience was highly responsive 
and asked many questions which 
Mr. Dugan answered with pains-
taking honesty and self-appraisal. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS - GRAD RECORD EXAMS 
Seniors :who wish to attend graduate school, especially those 
aplying for assistantships and fellowships must take the Graduate 
Record Examination. The GRE will be administered at Ithaca Col-
lege on November 21. In order to be admitted to the examination, 
it is necessary to obtain a card from the Educational Testing Service, 
Princeton, N.J. Requests for these admissions cards must be sent 
to ETS by November 6. The fee for the examination is $12 and 
must be included with the request. 
Math and Science Freshmen! Need held in your courses? Hav-
ing trouble understanding your subjects? Get in touch with Mark 
Silverman in care of Rho Mu Theta Fraternity. A Rho Mu 'fiheta 
service for you! 
Hillel will hold a parent-student brunch on Sunday, Nove111ber 
I at 11: 00. Bagels and lox will be served. There will be a short talk 
to introduce th~ parents to the Hillel organization. 
Frank Toscano, Chairman of the Ithaca College Young Demo-
crats, announces that the new president is David C. Burrow. The 
new secretary is Pat Aldrich. Lou Kairys is publicity chairman. 
Dave is a sophomore drama major. He was formally the chair-
man of the 5ocial affairs and membership committee. Lou Kairys is 
replacing Dave as chairman- of publicity. Pat. Aldrich is also a 
sophomore drama major and is a charter member of the club. 
problem; invited non-governmental 
organizations to take part in these 
assistance programs; stressed that 
education must be linked to em- . 
ployment possibilities if social and 
economic development is to follow; 
asked the Secretary General of the 
United Nations and asked the Di-
rector-General of U.N.E.S.C.O. to 
give more study to the task of fi. 
nancing a larger program, e,ctend-
ing to both primary and adult edu-
cation. 
The members of the third com-
mittee submitted the following 
IC Coeds To Get 
Free Gift-Pax 
Getting something for nothing is 
is something that rarely happens. 
But it is happening to the coeds at 
, Ithaca College. What makes the oc-
currence particularly pleasant is 
that the "something" is person-
ally useful . . . a kit containing 
"good grooming" items. 
All the coeds are receiving these 
kits from Student Gift-Pax, a mar-
keting organization conducting a 
national sampling program in 
which Ithaca College is participat-
ing. 
Some one million students at 
selected colleges and universities 
throughout the country are· receiv-
ing these kits as part of the pro-
1 
gram. All of the items contained 
in the kits are nationally adver-
tised products and are supplied by 
a number of the largest and best 
known manufacturers in the re-
spective. fields covered. 
In the coed assortment are such 
good grooming items as 5 Day De-
odorant, Micrin, Johnson & John-
son Shampoo, Q-Tips Cotton and 
Swabs. 
The Gift Pax were arranged 
through the College Union Board 
as a service to the students. 
Hank Mandel, President of the 
Board, expressed his wishes for the 
I.e. coeds to let the board know 
how they felt about the service. 
SHERRY 
BOWEN 
IS 
COMING! 
President Dllllngham Presents Awards 
resolution: ''We, the majority 
group, in accordance with the spirit 
and the letter of the Uni.versa! 
Declaration on Human Rights, and 
in accordance with those principles 
expressed in the characta- of the 
~United Nation, believe that dis-
crimination among human beings 
on the grounds of race, religion, 
color, or ethnic origin is an of-
fense to human dignity and shall 
be condemned. It is not sufficient 
to state and solemnly proclaim. 
rights and freedoms. It is impera-
tive to , establish a f"arm legal. pro-
tection against the propogation of 
hatred and incitement to violence." 
All 3 Resolutions Adopted 
The final meeting of the General 
Assembly, on Saturday, passed all 
three resolutions. Prizes were 
awarded to Ibrahim Rubama as the 
best speaker to General Assembly, 
the delegation from Israel, Ron 
Brown, David Klein, and Robert 
McGucldn as the best all-around 
delegation. Dennis Reichard, Rob-
ert Buhr, and David Klein were the 
best speakers ot the first, second, 
and third committees, respectively. 
PARENn• WEEKEND 
Beautiful Gifts and Souvenirs 
for Your Son or Daughter 
Frank Hammer 
e Ithaca College Channs • 14k and 
Sterling 
• Ithaca College Tie Tabs 
• Glassware and mugs with Ithaca 
College Seals 
ALTMAN & GREEN 
144 E. State Street · 
In Downtown Ithaca 
• • • .I' 
Locally Owned & Operated 
. ' ,· 
MELODY IMN 
1230 DANBY RD~ · · AR 2-9628 
Dancing Thursday thru Sunday 
FEATURING 
Ronnie Dlo, The Persians, Charlle Star, The Cih;ations, 
Bobble Comstock, The CaYClllers, Daiquiri's, Trashers 
and other groups appearing 
THURSDAY - SUNDAY 
DIFFERENT BAND EACH NIGHT 
HAVE A HAPPY 
GREAT PUMPKIN DAY 
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Aerial view of South Hill Campus at start of construction in 1960. 
New Campus Rises To Crown Ithaca's South Hill 
The new Gym - a Playground Wonderland 
The Music Builc:11ng·-A Concert of Designi 
Greenhouse Buds from Science Building 
The 240-acre site of the new Ithaca College Campus is located 
on South Hill, the highest hill overlooking rhe City of Ithaca and 
Cayuga Lake. 
Since ground was broken in 1960, ten dormitories, a College 
Union, Health Center, Administration Building_ (partially finished 
for temporary library and classroom use), a Music Building, and 
a Science Hall have been completed. Nearing completion at the 
present ,time is a Physical Education Building. Two fourteen-story 
dormitories are in the middle stages of construction, and the rest of 
Administrative facilities are underway. 
Buildings which will be completed in later stages of develop-
ment are: a Fine Arts-Radio-TV Center, a Field House, Stadium, 
Chapel, and Maintenance Center. 
The architectural concept for the new campus calls for facilities 
designed to take fullest advantage of economies in modern materials 
and construction methods. Faced with native stone, rhe buildings 
provide a harmonious complement to the natural physical beauty 
of the site. · 
Under this concept, Ithaca College is creating a campus which 
will be both spacious and well.coordinated in its academic, resi-
dential and recreational areas, unique in architectural design, and 
economic in operational · and maintenace costs. 
Since its .founding as a Conservatory of Music in 1892, the 
downtown Ithaca College campus grew by conversion of nearby 
homes, apartment buildings, theaters and churches to dormitories, 
classrooms, offices, gymnasiums and lecture and concert halls. 
The only buildmgs built specifically for Colleie purposes were 
the theater ( 1913), to which an annex 'of administrative offices 
was added in 1924, and a library, classroom and television.radio 
complex constructed during the period 1950-1957. By 1959, when 
the decision to move to a new campus was reached, the College 
was operating from 28 buildings, many of them antiquated and 
obsolescent, scattered throughout downtown Ithaca. 
The goal of the Ithaca College Plan is to have a completely 
new and functional campus by 1%5. The goal is well in sight at this 
time. 
The High Rise Dorms Are Growing 
,: 
1H 
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Library to Feature Regular 
Exhibits of Rare Books 
The rare book division of the 
Ithaca College library has an-
nounced its intentions to continue 
periodic exhibits of special interest 
to students this year. Although 
presently housed in Friend's Hall, 
the Department of Special Collec-
tions (comprising both rare books 
and the school archives) will have 
permanent quarters in the soon-to-
be-constructed library building 
where students and faculty alike 
can use its holdings in a more ac-
cessable manner. 
It was during the Fall semester 
of 1962 that · former president 
George C. Williams donated his 
500-volume collection of rare 
Shakespeariana, following a gen-
eral flow of enthusiasm within the 
student body. This was the intial 
stimulation that brought the divis- · 
ion of Rare Books into being. Pre-
vious to this donation, the college 
had purchased an assortment of 
17th and 18th century Spanish 
books several years ago in the 
hopes of some day establishing a 
place for scarce literature; five 
years later, when this collection 
came under the scrutinizing eye ot 
antiguarians who were searching to 
see what other books could be add-
ed to the Williams donation. The 
very editions of The l~n of 
Christ and Cervantes' Don Quixote 
came to light and have now become 
prized possessions of our library. 
Although the resources of the 
school cannot compete with large 
universities, a reasonable amount 
of money has been set aside an-
nually for use in acquiring rare 
editions and bibliographical data. 
GUARANTEED 
BLUES 
Cl!ASER 
A call home, Long Distance, is 
a real picker-upper. For you. 
For your folks, too. A phone call 
is so much warmer than writing. 
It tells them you care. Rates are 
lower every evening after 6:00 
and all day Sunday. Extra low 
for many calls within New York 
State after 9:00 p.m. · 
@New York Telephone 
Of the latest addition to the li-
brary is an illuminated manuscript 
of Eugene Field, the prominent 
American poet of the first part of 
this century. The majority of ma-
terial, however, comes from stu-
dent and faculty supporters who 
donate books or make additional 
funds available to use in purchas-
ing desired material. The library is 
presently in the proce_ss of design-
ing a special book-plate for the 
Rare Book department which will 
bear the name of each donor .for 
whom books have been contributed. 
The monthly exhibits in . the 
showcase of the library, first level, 
come from its own holdings or, in 
extreme cases, from private col-
lections within the student and 
faculty body; an example of this 
was last year's Shakespeare exhibit · 
which included memorabilia from 
the libraries of Dr. John Harcourt, 
Mr. Roger Checke, and Mr. Justin 
Schiller. The current exhibit deals 
with the Lilliput Library-"The 
World of the Miniature Book." 
BITS & PIECES· 
By Rene Burrough 
Did you know that P.E. majors 
are going blind in American His-
tory classes held in the Little The-
atre ... that ducks submarine race 
watch ... that Brahman says, "Buy 
sandels" . . . that IC is offering a 
four credit course in confusion ... 
that the Science Building was in-
fested with smoke this week.. . . 
that our offensive football team is 
really good . . . that shaving cream 
writing has become the latest fad 
on the main quad . . . that the 
floors in the new buildings have 
already been marred with cigarette 
burns--<:0me on kids . . . that the 
Book Store doesn't sell pocket dic-
tionaries . . . that it is rumored 
that William D. Hickock is return-
ing . . . that the refs have sticky 
flags ... that it's "Boom-Boom".· .. 
that our Alma Mater is really beau-
- tiful-let's learn· it . . . , that" the 
Dress. Rule is still in effect? . . . 
that little canines have learned 
how to play "interference'.' football 
... that the Student Body ought to 
be above stealing . gas caps . . . 
that the South Hill library is open 
Saturday night ... that the parking 
situation is getting more and more 
inane . . . that the least we can do 
is support the United Fund; after 
all the town supports us.__ ••• that 
some Faculty members are not tak-
ing the "no smoking, no eating in 
classrooms" rule seriously . . . that 
the Flames-are back ... that instru-
ment playing in some dorms is pro-
hibited . . . that contrary to some 
opinion, the Marching Band is good 
. . • that it's Daddy's Day on the 
football field tomoITow . . . that 
Student Government has a new 
treasurer . . . that American and 
Mohawk Airlines lost the luggage 
of the Managing Editor ... that the 
turnout for the. U.N. was rather 
poor despite the ample leadership 
... that anyone can vicariously at-
tend the mid-week dances in the 
Rec. Room. 
Do You Eat at 
WES' CORNER DINER 
· 123 North Aurora 
the original home of the 
TULL YB.ERGER ? ?~ 
If Not Please Do 
Booten Outclass 
Roberts Wesleyan; 
Lose to Hartwick 
Art at Ithaca College 
The first exhibit this year at Ithaca College is one part of the 
Rockefeller Collection. We have been loaned six modernistic paint-
The Ithaca College Booters ings. They are hanging in the lounge of the Student Union on the 
dropped a heartbreaker, 2-1, to a South Hill Campus. · 
foreign sprinkled Hartwick Soccer , The painting han~ng on the door near the snack bar is by 
team. Morris Louis entitled 'Floral,." Although Mr. Louis "feels this paint-
Hartwick descended upon South ing suggests a flower mood, I have a vague idea that the more 
Hill with many supporters, a sterl- immediate feeling would be one of viewing the base of a kaleido-
ing won and lost record, and at scope. The colors su~t. movement, while the "petals" reach in 
array of players with All-American many directions, giving the eye a chance to roam quickly. The 
reputations. They left South Hill painting gives ·a suggestion of moods. There is a range from bright 
with .their record intact, but with a frolicsome colors t<T ~her depressed tones hidden in the back-
victory somewhat tarnished by a ground. The technique itself is flat, almost a wash of color poured 
fluke goal in the opening seconds heavily on a porous canvas, allowing it to seep. through to the other 
of play. - side. This is why when you sit in the snack bar, you can see what 
Within 10 seconds of the opening looks like a painting which he started, didn't.like, and never finished. 
whistle, Hartwick scored when ·a · 
bouncing ball in front of the Bomb- The next hit of art is hanging _on the other side of the entrance 
er net couldn't be picked up by any to the lounge. This one is ent1tle<I ."Tidel' by Fritz Bultman. The 
one of the whole group of IC play- painting is done in a series of trios. Immediately noticeable are 
ers. A Hartwick player on the out- three red-orange circles- spaced in a ynde triangle. They giv~ the 
skirts of this group saw the Bomb- eye a course to follow, alo11g ·with the subtle tones of blue and black 
ers having troubles and added his which cover the canvas. The title "Tides" is quite expressive. It 
foot to the group. His foot proved conveys an emotion of movement; the painting itself seems to he a 
true and Hartwick was on the mardi gras of color, filled with faces and confusion. A scratch and 
scoreboard. . knife ( pallet knife) technique was used which gives a more tex-
From this point on, Ithaca dom- tured look and feeling to the finished product. 
inated the play, Early in the sec- White and Green in Blue by Mark Rothko, is a huge canvas 
ond period the Bomber center for- containing three rectangles, each of a different size. The canvas is 
ward, Sandor Szabo, scored a beau- split in ·half by color, but because of the choice of color, it gives the 
tiful pass from Bruce Gordon. optical illusion of being_Jower than halfway. The lower half of the 
The score remained this way un- painting is again split. This time the eye finds the lowest rectangle 
til late in the 4th quarter when of a soft shape causing it to· travel upwards again. This is because 
Hartwick capitalized on a mental the bottom line is curved delicatley upward, forcing you back up 
lapse by the IC defense. After into the painting. In the light the picture is hanging _in it is ·-diffi-
playing a great game, bottling up cult to see 1:he true color, but there is green, ari almost black green 
such outstanding players ·as Papa- surface. The· fuzzy lines of the shapes give -the soft feeling one 
kakis, the Hartwick All-American, usually reacts wit!h. The canvas again is moody. There seems to be 
the defense switched coverage of a resting place here, but it is n_ot quite still yet, lt·is almost as if it 
their nien. Someone neglected to were in ·the stage of disint~tion, of losing its shapes completely. 
pick up his man, and as often It's the type of painting which can hang, take up space, and yet be 
happens, the unguarded man unnoticed b_y the majonty. It doesn't upset, or confuse, but p·acifies. 
scored: ' Phillip Guston has contributed one entitled "To Fellini." I per-
Ithaca was able to keep Hartwick sonally feel this is one of the better pictures hanging in this show 
under control, because Hartwick is because the _canvas says someth~ng. It isn't just a mass of media 
a team which plays European style. splashed on a canvas. It has a pomt. The colors are good. The black-
They pass short and accurate; they. ish lines give the eye a pattern, and a direction to follow. True, 
do not advocate or apprecia~e body _ it is 3:n unsettled canvas, and confusing. But if th~ vi.ewer will )?Ok 
contact. Ithaca played bruismg soc- . closely, tbere are shapes to be .folirid. There still 1s the feelmg, 
cer which threw Hartwick com- · though, that the picture is not qu_ite complete. It appears to be 
pletely off its guard. in die near finished stage, where the last- final touches are to be 
complete and correct any unnecessary or indecisive lines which need 
Beat Wesleyan not be there. There are bare spots on the canvas, and usually with 
The IC: hooters took the benefit a painting done as thickly with paint as this one, the hare, naked 
of a breather on the schedule to ·spots tend to le.ave it unfinished. 
play Roberts Wesleyan. The start- "F11,mbi-Nsila" by Winfredo Lam is a depressing, disheartening 
ers led by.Sandor Szabo and Bruce picture. The choice and selection ~f colors.,. and the topic. its~If, 
Gordon built up a 4-0 lead·and ihen seem to portray· an almost death-bke qua11ty. 'J1te bat with its 
turned the. second half over to humanized hands and almost hq_mane body ~ms to symbolize the 
jolting Joe Ferucci and the re- animalistic qualities in man. There are a few spots of light which 
· serves to get in some valua~le mi~bt give a feeling Qf hope and life to the format, but the way in 
game time experience. which an almost mirror ima~e faces the onlooker, seems to destroy 
Sandor Szabo kept rolling along any tho~ of life. There 1~ in the high ce.nter of the picture a 
adding 2 mo~ goals to his hn· sihape conducive to the symbolic idea of the _!!aval of life, the center 
pressive total, and Bruce Gordon of the universe. But it ,stops there. No window permits any glimpse 
junked the role of playmaker and ·of breath. The execution of the paint and the still present lines of 
scored two himself. the charcoal sketch-marks supposes the still; foreboding attitude. 
This was practically the whole I would not want it a part of my collection. 
story of the game-because the only - Ernest Briggs is the painter who executed the huge splash of 
other memorable event was the color at the fireside end of the room. The painting is called "Painting 
sight of Joe Ferucci, all 5'3" of 1955." That is called cheating! Possibly however, no name could 
him, trying to outjump taller op- · h 
ponents and tip the ball with bis be drummed up to fit it, and as long as a picture has a title, t e 
head. buyer usually doesn't care. 
This Roberts Wesleyan team was Th~ entire show leaves much to be desifed. There are tech-
not as strong as some of their past niques shown; there is a wide variety of colors, and many emotions, 
teams. This victory brings IC's On the whole though. I congratulate the. Ithaca College Union 
record to 7 wins 2 losses with 2 , 
games remaining. Board Exhibit Committee for a beginning. With time I am sure 
SCAMPERS f f f 
AR 2-4813 
11 P I R R O I S II 
ITHACA'S FIRST 
AND ONLY 
PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
at 
THE LOWEST 
PRICES IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.•2:00 a.m. 
115 E. Gl'Qell St. 
Call AR 2-1950 
that all these small technical difficulties will be ironed out. In the 
meantime, why doesn't the student body slipport the effort by at 
least taki~g the time to view the show? You may be surprised 
and find that you like it . • • 
- · Martha Gay Shave! '68 
Patterson's THE NEW 
Mobilgas COLLEGE SPA 
WASHING AND Pete Atsedes, your host GREASING 
Comer Buffalo 
College Spa the Most 
& 216_E. STATE~ 
Aurora Streets 
,.., 
MY VOTE 
for Kennedy 
By Dave Burrows 
As the United States Senatorial 
race in New York confronts us, it 
is important to understand the role 
of the U.S. Senator. It is he that 
deals with relating the policies of 
the federal government to those of 
the state. And t.1\us, he couples the 
two into an effective part of our 
representative system. He is a 
member of the United States Sen-
ate, a body which helps to formu-
late the policies of the federal gov-
ernment. forei~ as well as domes-
tic. Therefore, it is necessary that 
the senator· be informed, qualified 
and experienced ... 
Robert Kennedy entered the 
realm of politics as an unex-
perienced, but intelligent young 
man. In the number of years that 
he has served under our system, he 
has steadily matured into an ex· 
perienced 39 year old individual 
who has . proved his capabilities 
time and time again. For the past 
three and a half years, he bas 
shown himself to be one pf the 
most effective Attorney Generals 
of the century, and he is held by 
many to be one of the greatest our 
country hill> seen. His services were 
not only· .valµable in this respect 
but also a5 a member of the cab-
inet While serving in this capacity 
he made the Justice Department 
not only a law 'enforcement agency, 
but an arm of government con· 
cemed with securing justice for 
all Americans. 
President Lyndon Johnson says 
of Mr. Kennedy, ''Both President 
Kennedy and I sought his counsel 
on major matters of. national se· 
curity and his contributions have 
been 
1
significant." Mayor Wagner 
has said of him, "(He is) a young 
and yet seasoned man of integrity, 
of intellect, of strength, and of 
vigor." 
Now that we have had a look at 
the man· at the job, let's examine 
the issues. 
"C~I>agging" is a term £re· 
quently used against Robert Ken· 
nedy. But let us realize that we 
are now in an age where we, quite 
frankly, use the best man we can 
get If people· would realize that 
New York State is being of· 
fered one of the most able men to 
serve them, they would also realize 
that the "carpetbagging" issue is 
not of major concern. 
In .an age wh~re the social as-
pects of a society are beginning to 
strain, Mr. Kennedy has come to 
the realization that Federal aid is 
needed to advance standards of 
housing, medicine, education and 
unemployment. Bis ideas and 
policies coincide largely to those 
of our late President Kennedy, 
even down to civil rights. But is 
this shameful? Certainly not. These 
ideas have formed the basis for 
the political, economic and social 
build-up · which we experienced 
from 1961 to 1963. Why cast Robert 
Kennedy aside for holding these 
principles? 
The two issues discussed are of 
major importance in the New York 
State Senate race. But the more 
that they are examined, the more 
one can realize that they are not 
of major significance. What is sig-
nificant is that Robert Kennedy 
is a }µ~ capable man who has 
proved himself hi public service 
and will do it again in the service 
of New York State. 
Let's Beat the 
Goal; Give 
Today the 
United Way 
MY VOTE 
for Keatin.g 
By Howie Reben 
Before one decides to fill a 
position with a different person, 
be must ascertain whether or not 
there is a vacancy in that position. 
The fundamental question then is: 
Is there a vacancy in New York 
State. I say no! 
I am not able to vote in an 
election in which I have been both 
active and vocal. This factor may 
be used against the importance of 
my views, but let us rememqer that 
one of the candidates to the United 
States Senate can't even vote for 
himself. 
The question of whether or not 
there is a vacancy depends pri-
marily on the incumbent's record. 
The topic of record has been 
severely distorted by the Demo-
cratic Party. Keating, for example, 
voted against a certain amendment 
to a housing bill On the same day 
he voted for this bill. The ''Ken-
nedy' logic" ascertains that on the 
basis of the record Keating is 
against housing. As a matter of 
fact, they would want us to-believe 
that Keating is against everything 
but little children. 
Senator Keating has a long and 
impressive record. In the past 
eighteen years of dedicated service, 
be has gained the respect and ad-
miration of colleagues, voters, and, 
even opponents. The leading Wash· 
ington correspondents ranked 
Senator Keating among the 15 top 
U.S. Senators. 
In DeWitt Park, Robert Kennedy 
issued a challenge which I am 
about to answer. Kennedy said to 
show him one bill, just one that 
Keating had authored. Although I 
have rather limited research ma· 
terial at hand, at this time, the fol· 
lowing legislative accomplishments 
come to mind. _ 
·1. Author of the 1957 Civil Rights 
Act 
2. Author of the bill establishing 
Fire Island as New York's first and 
only national park 
3. Author of the bill allowing 
32 000 Hungarian refugees into the 
Ultlted States 
4. Co-author of the original Dis-
placed Persons Laws. 
WhY is Kennedy a contestant in 
the New York State senatorial 
race? When he· believed that he 
might receive the nomination as 
Vice President be said, "It would 
be better if a New York resident 
were the candidate for Senator 
from the State of New York." In 
order to counter-act the possibility 
of Kennedy's candidacy Johnson 
excluded his entire cabinet from 
consideration. 
Kenneay was left with a choice. 
He bad to decide whether to stay 
on as Attorney General and be at 
Johnson's mercy or to attempt to 
use New York as a springboard to 
national power. 
There -is no vacancy in New 
York. Shall we sacrifice one of our 
most experienced and able senators 
in order to place Robert Kennedy 
in national politics? This is the real 
issue in the campaign. 
I have made my decision on the 
basis of the empirical evidence. If 
the voters of the state of New York 
do the same, I am certain that we 
will witness a victory for Senator 
Kenneth B. Keating. 
Student Council 
Meetings Are 
Open to the 
Public 
Thursdays - 7:30 
Frosh Election 
Dates Announced 
Pete Walsh, Student Body Presi-
dent, announced that elections of 
Frosh officers would begin soon. 
Nominating petitions may be 
picked up at the Student Govern-
ment Office at 6 p.m. on Wednes-
day, November 4. At this time, a 
meeting will be held explaining 
the nomination procedure and the 
campaign rules. 
The positions being contested are 
those of the class officers and the 
Student Council representatives. 
Class Officers are President, Vice· 
President, Secretary, and Treasur-
er. 
Mr. Walsh explained that poten-
tial nominees for class officers 
must have 300 signatures of mem-
bers of their class on their petition. 
Persons running for the office of 
Student Council Representative 
must obtain the signature of 10% 
of their class in their department. 
Campaigning for approved can-
didates begins at 12 a.m. on Novem-
ber 9. Elections will be held on 
Monday, November 16. 
Persons running for office may, 
but need not run, on a ticket. 
Szabo's 27 Points 
Breaks Record 
Sandor Szabo, who fled from 
Hungary at the time of the revolu-
tion, has established a new all-time 
record on the Ithaca College varsity 
soccer team by scoring 27 points 
in nine games. The Bombers have 
a 7-2 standing as they approach 
their final game with Hobart at 
Geneva, Wednesday and Brockport 
at Brockport, Saturday. 
Szabo, now 24, has played soccer 
since he was 12. He left his native 
Budapest when he was 16 after 
playing for three years on the 
Homved Club junior team. For the 
last two and a half years he has 
been a star performer with a U.S. 
armed forces team in Stuttgart, 
Germany, which has been playing 
.the best of competition in contin-
ental Europe and Africa. Szabo 
holds the record for the number of 
goals scored in one game by the 
American team, 12. The soccer 
program was set up by the Council 
of International Sports Military 
(CISM) in Europe. 
When Szabo came to the United 
States, he was sponsored by the 
Catholic Youth Organization and a 
family in Burnt Hills. He knew 
no English but he mastered it 
quickly. He was graduated from 
high school in a year and a half. 
During the year he played soccer 
for Burnt Hills the team tied for 
the crown in the Tri-County High 
School Soccer League. 
The Hungarian-American en-
rolled at Ithaca College in 1959, 
and left a year and a half later 
for military service. He tallied 18 
goals while playing for the Ithaca 
College frosh, and as a sophomore, 
he tied the varsity record at 19 of 
George Murphy of Teaneck, N.J., 
who had graduated in 1957. 
Szabo is considered of All-
America caliber by many who have 
seen him in action. He has one 
more year of varsity competition 
ahead of him. 
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Soph Class President Pappalardo and MC Nadler hold class trophy. 
SOPH 
(Continued /l·orn Pa,qe 1) 
Three raffles will be held in 
conjunction with the dance. "Bub-
bles and Beef" dinner consisting of 
Roast Sirloin of Beef and Cham-
pagne, is featured. The two winners 
will wine and dine at the Kent 
Steak House. A second raffle, a 
Steak Dinner at the College Spa 
will also be offered. The winners 
of these raffles will be announced 
at the Dance. 
Admission is $1.25 drag and $.75 
stag. 
PEOPLE OF OTHER LANDS 
By Tony Uzomba 
I set out to do I know not what; yet there is the urge to do 
it, and so I write. 
Among the small colleges that I know, Ithaca College has the 
distinct,ion of enrolling the largest number of students from other 
lands, specifically a good riumber from Africa, that continent which 
is the question mark of the twentieth and ensuing centuries. Some 
month ago a neighboring small college had an International Week 
program. However, due to the fact that it had only one foreign stu-
dent ( from England) it had to "import" foreign students from IC 
to make its International Week meaningful. Last week another small 
college-this time a wholly girls' school-sent an SOS appeal to IC 
and Cornell for foreign students to lend a tinge of concrete meaning 
to an International Club celebration. And they went. Here at Ithaca 
College there are at least ten Africans, about· the same number of 
Canadians and Latin Americans, probably an appreciable number 
from European countries, while people of Asian descent can easily 
be identified among faculty and students alike. Thus IC is an in-
stitution with an international flavor. 
We generally like to hold that man acts or tends to act with 
a purpose. The authorities of IC, who make it possible for students 
from other lan_ds to come over and mingle with young Americans 
to ~ursue elusive knowledge together, must be activated by lofty 
motives. · 
It is n?t ~he purpo~e of this serial to f~thom that official pur-
pose and dish it out to its readers. What the author essays to do is 
to focus the attention of students to the fact that they have among 
them that which students in other institutions of this size are seek-
ing desperately to have but have not. Often what we have we do 
no care for. This is almost ·a law of nature and so the author is not 
making a fuss about it_. Modern techniques of spreading knowledge 
show that often there 1s need to call one's attention to the obvious 
before he recognizes it. 
Everywhere in the world today international knowledge, under-
standing and mutual appreciation have become an urgency. When 
we look back at the desolation caused to humanity by the hate of 
the yester-years, and consider the threat of doom which hangs like 
the sword of Damocles over the human race at the present time· 
~hen we realize tha~ most of ~he hate was generated by men Jock~ 
mg themselves up m water-tight compartments of national egos 
whereby they despise other people as inferior, primitive, or what-
have-you; when we see a ray of hope for humanity piercing through 
the gloom of destruction and death, as a result of efforts of all 
men of good will coming together under the UN and other such 
organizations, notably the British Commonwealth of Nations, we 
begin somewhat to appreciate the motive behind bringing young 
people from all over the world to live, eat, study and share views 
together. Knowledge is easier during youth; what it took the adult 
world many bitter experiences of wars and blood-shed to learn can 
easily be inculcated to young people in an institution such as this. 
Understanding is very important to healthy human relations just 
as misunderstanding and misrepresentation are the cancer that eat 
up social structure. 
Mere coming together, however, is not a guarantee to under-
standing and fellowship, and friendliness. Knowledge and apprecia-
tion of the background, birth and growinl!i up of environmental in-
fluences, social, geographical, anthropolog1cal 'and historical, of the 
games, food and music enjoyed by the individuals concerned, will 
go a long way to cement healthy relationships. I think American 
youths in Ithaca CollePje ought to add to their regular college educa-
tion a deeper insight mto international affairs by reason of their 
being exposed to the association of people of other lands. 
Needless to say, that is the purpose of this series, which I hope 
to put out every week if term papers and assignments permit me to 
do so. 
1 
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Born.hers Tuinble. Pioneers, 28-21; 
Break Two-Game Losing· Streak 
The Ithaca College eleven, after 
a rocky first quarter, came back 
to play their best game of the 
season and hand the bigger C. W. 
Post Pioneers a 28-21 licking. This 
victory snapped a two game losing 
streak for the Bombers and ex-
tended the Pioneer losing streak to 
3 in a row. 
Tom Hespos, the Post wonder 
kid, brought into the ?ame a r~nk 
of number one passer m the nation 
and proceeded to show us why as 
he filled the air with footballs. He 
was successful on his first_ thr~e 
aerial attempts and was movmg bis 
team nicely until Ithaca stop~~d 
the drive with a fine goal Ime 
stand. A few minutes later be suc-
ceeded in putting Post on the 
scoreboard with a 7 yard pass. to 
back Ray McGreevy. John Smith 
(yes Martha, that's his ~eal na~e) 
kicked for the extra point_ to give 
the Pioneers ~ 7-0 edge. . . 
Post didn't score agam m . the 
first quarter. When on~ thinks 
about the fumbles, the_ futile ~unts, 
the unnecessary penalties and mt~r-
cepted pass that IC put on dis~ 
play that quarter and then ~ees 
only one touchdown scored against 
them-well, one may very we~l 
start to believe that maybe there is 
a Santa Claus. 
Bombers React in 2nd Quarter 
Perhaps the change of goals gave 
the Bombers a different perspec-
tive on life. Maybe it was the 1;1ew 
view. It could have been an~tlnn?, 
but whatever your explanation is 
the Bombers were a rejuvenated 
team in the second quarter. Cer-
tainly not the same team that 
had been pushed all over the fie~d 
in the first quarter. Jimmy Hari:is 
introduced the new look early m 
the quarter with bis first of two 
interceptions. Denis Slattery took 
over the helm and moved the te~m 
well and culminated the drive 
with a nine yard keeper for ~e 
score. Harris ran for the 2 pomt 
conversion. IC scored a second T.D. 
with 2:50 left in the half as Slat-
tery hit Lenny Mublich in the 
comer of the end zone with 10 
yard pass. . . "d 
The half-time intermission di_ 
nothing to stop the Bomber donu-
nance of the proceedings. In the 
third period, Slattery tossed a 
quickie pass over the line to Bob 
Glazier who ran 35 yards for the 
touchdown. It was a beautiful run 
which was greatly aided _by a few 
Support 
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by BIii Katz 
great blocks. Don DellaVella and 
Lenny Mublich each threw a block 
and there were at least two others 
on the same play. IC made another 
2 point conversion as Jim Harris 
carried the ball into the end zone 
for a second time. 
Post tried to get back into the 
game in the fourth quarter as 
Hespos hit his target, Bob Higgens, 
on a 15 yard play. The two point 
conversion attempt failed and the 
score stood at 22-13. Lenny Mublich 
put the game out of Post's reach 
with his second T.D. of the day. 
Len danced 47-yards down the 
sideline as he returned a punt for 
the 6 points. Once again outstand-
ing blocking helped spring the 
runner loose. Jim Harris threw a 
block that allowed Len to turn the 
corner and Roger Hayes cut down 
a Pioneer defender to help put 
Mublich in the end zone. 
C. W. Post scored a touchdown 
in the waning moments of play. 
Hespos threw a 7 yard scoring pass 
to halfback Terry Pratt. Po!!_t re-
peated the play for the 2 point 
conversion which closed out the 
scoring for the day. 
The victory was an outstanding 
team effort for the Bombers. The 
defense was outstanding. Post only 
made 65 yards rushing, and while 
Mr. Hespos was 11-23 passing, 
most of bis completions were short 
gainers. The Bombers also inter-
cepted 2 Hespos passes. Overall, 
Post was 17-36 in the air with 4 IC 
interceptions. Jim Harris has two, 
Dave Barton one and linebacker 
Larry LaFebre took down one as 
he was dropping back to help clog 
up the air lanes for Hespos. Hespos 
is blessed with a group of excel-
lent pass receivers who know how 
to run patterns and the four inter-
ceptions against them <+ Respes) 
is quite an impressive statistic. 
Post's Rushing To No Avail 
Coach Dick Lyon mentioned that · 
the dropping off of his linebackers 
to protect against the pass might 
have bad an effect on the Bomber's 
hitting power, but a quick look at 
Post's rushing yardage shows that 
not too much damage was done. 
Coach Lyon was reluctant to 
single out any individual at first 
but he finally relented and named 
a few. ''We have one of the most 
CHARJAN'S 
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underrated players in the country 
in offensive tackle Roger Hayes. 
He had to play against Post's Howie 
Lincoln a highly rated lineman 
and Rog handled him very well." 
Ron Doyan was mentioned as filling 
in well for John Tuthill. Bob 
Glazier was also cited, and it was 
Bob and Roger who shared honors 
as the outstanding offensive play-
ers. Len Tyler received defensive 
honors. 
This Saturday IC plays winless 
Bridgeport. Bridgeport is 0-4 this 
year having Jost to Northeastern, 
Cortland, Hofstra and American 
International. Their offense, which 
has not really jelled yet is based 
on a wide open passing attack. 
Their quarterback, Corr, throws the 
ball well, and bis team usually 
lines up with both ends split and 
a halfback flanked out. The Bomb-
ers do not intend to go into this 
game overconfident. Last year they 
were 20 point favorites over the 
Bridegporters and were edged 15· 
14. The emphasis will be on re-
venge in this contest. An added 
incentive for the Bombers to make 
a good showing will be the pres-
ence of their dads on a bench along 
the sideline. Each father will wear 
a number that corresponds with 
his son's jersey number. 
Delta Sig Hears 
Richard Kroboth 
Delta Lambda Chapter of Delta 
Sigma Pi, International Profes-
sional Business Fraternity, recently 
held its second professional meet-
ing at the house located at 314 
,North Cayuga Street. 
Richard Kroboth, President of 
the Ithaca Junior Chamber of Com-
merce spoke about the general 
goals of his organization and its 
specific contributions to the Ithaca 
Community. In brief, the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce is a civic 
service organization where men 
between the ages of 21 and 35 may 
join together using some of their 
spare time in constructive projects 
that will improve the community. 
The efforts of the Ithaca Junior 
Chamber of Commerce-more com-
monly known ·as the Jaycees-are 
primarily concentrated in conduct-
ing various civic service projects. 
It has gained an enviable record 
throughout our area from projects 
such as: the international student 
tour, the DeWitt park Christmas 
nativity scene, Ithaca Falls" flood-
lighting, Jaycee ,,.bloodbank, and 
over ten others. Mr. Kroboth also 
pointed out that many leaders of 
industry and government have ac-
quired much of their leadership 
experience from Jaycee member-
ship. 
The Porterhouse Room 
·superb! 
CLOSED SUNDAYS WONDERLAND Mora ELMIRA ROAD 
Aunt Chloe 
How many of you feel that you've been watched this past weekl 
Well most of you are probably right, for you were "observed" by 
student sociology teams let loose by the sociology department. But 
you may not be fully aware of the constant scrutinization which 
the average collegt; student is subjected to in a town like Ithaca, 
There ate stua'ents in this town, many of whom do not neces-
sarily attend Ithaca College, who are under the impression that 
they are "extremely disliketf' by the downtown merchants and 
restaurateurs. These same students also resent various ..unfavorable 
opinions voiced by some of the townspeople concerning the college 
population. But, as anyone who fancies •himself an "educated indi-
vidual" will concede, willingly or otherwise, there are two sides to 
every story. Perhaps a remedial course in Fairy Tales might prove 
beneficial for these individuals before they attempt to master that 
perennial requisite for productive adult life, namely ma,turity. 
I recall Alice's looking glass quite vividly, in spite of my years, 
and I wonder whether we see ourselves as the public sees us and 
not just ~s a clique of friends with similar personality traits see 
us? It's considered part of human nature to dislike individuals who 
demaiid priority in service and accommodations over others who 
have been patiently waiting their turn. Or am I wrong? 
These same people tend to assume a superior air which openly 
warrants ridicule, since a truly superior person has no need of pro-
claiming himself as such. Or am I wrong again? 
It's obvious that the institutions of higher education in Ithaca 
provide a great deal of the town's livelihood. Yet, it is a crude, if 
not just plain downright ignoranti.~~hought that they are dependent 
upon us and not we upon them. We need good entertainment, res-
taurants, and clothing stores. Congenial reciprocal patnmage is 
necessary in a town as isolated as Ithaca.. But more important is 
the over-all impression we leave witn the "folks downtown." We 
may live in a "cabbage patch" but we don't have to produce as many 
farmers as does -Cornell each year. 
At the same time let's remember that there is a distinct differ-
ence between adult social life an on-campus social life. So depending 
upon the. setting, do a~ _the Dram;1-ramas do-"act the part!" 1 
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FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Roth1child'1 Dept. Store 
first floor 
. 
BADGES- FAVORS - MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
Extra Fun For A Big Weekend f 
Peter, Paul and Mary _:_ Concert (2 records) 
My Fair Lady - Soundtrack 
Everybody Loves Somebody - Dean Martin 
People - Barbara Streisand . 
Jazz lm~ns - Dave Bru~k Quartet 
·Ian and Sylvia - Northern Joumey 
Sugar Lips - Al Hirt 
How Glad I Arn - Nancy Wilson , 
Unsinkable Molly Brown - Soundtrack 
Fantasticb - Off Broadway 
Another Side of Bob Dylan 
All Species of Beatles and Animals 
Back In Town - Kingston Trio 
The Dlllards - J.lve, Almost 
Big Ones for Young Loven - Sammy Davis 
. --
Stan Getz Sampler - 1.98 
Nina Simone in Concert - (Includes Mississippi) 
Johnney Rivers At The Whiskey A Go Go . 
·15 % Discount On All Labels 
Other Special Up to ~% Off 
0 NO.TICE CLASSICAL COLLECTORS - Deutche Gramm~ 
phon Stereo Reduced Nationally to 5.98 -Our Price 4.50. 
210 N. TIOGA 
